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Today, after Orrin Sun heard that the Wanlong Palace had killed Wade’s family, he went out to beg for
help.

He originally wanted to rely on brushing his old face to ask for more help for Charlie.

However, all members of the Eastcliff family are already arrogant about this matter.

The reputation and strength of the Wanlong Palace were so powerful that everyone in the big families
like Eastcliff concluded that the Wade Family would undoubtedly die this time.

Therefore, no one wants to have anything to do with the Wade Family at this time.

This is also the reason why Lord Banks has been so complacent so early.

Because in everyone’s eyes, it was impossible for the Wade Family to escape this time.

The Wanlong Palace is like a steel chariot swarming in, and it can easily crush the flesh and blood of
the Wade Family under the wheels!

Therefore, when these people heard that Orrin Sun still had to go to Yeling Mountain to help, they
refused again and again in fright.

Don’t say to help, they didn’t even dare to say a few more words to Orrin Sun, and sent him out of the
house just like sending him to the plague god.

Orrin Sun ran outside for a day, ran for nothing, and he was very angry.

This day’s qi continued to accumulate, causing his blood pressure to rise high when he returned, and
he almost fainted.

At this moment, he was lying still in the living room and was losing blood pressure medicine, while his
wife Angie was guarding by the side.

Charlie listened to Stefanie Sun’s words and hurriedly said: “Take me to see Uncle sun. He is a person
who has taken Pill. How can he become hypertensive when he is angry? What kind of qi has become…”

With that, Charlie took Stefanie Sun and rushed into the villa.

As soon as I entered the door, I saw Orrin Sun lying on the sofa, cursing his mother while infusing fluids:
“These snobbish gangsters usually surround me like dogs and wagging their tails and begging for
mercy. Now I am looking for them to provide some manpower and support a personal field. , One by
one can’t wait to beat me out of the house, what a bastard!”

Angie couldn’t help persuading him: “Okay, you can calm down first, don’t ruin your body because of
these popularity.”



Orrin Sun said depressedly: “I am not mainly angry, I am anxious! I am afraid that cjarlie will not be able
to fight the palace of the damn dragon tomorrow…”

Seeing this scene, Charlie couldn’t help but smile and said, “Uncle , don’t worry, no matter how
powerful the Wanlong Palace and the Wanpo Army are tomorrow, I will accept them all.”

When the couple heard Charlie’s voice, they hurriedly looked over.

Orrin Sun was struggling to sit up and blurted out: “Charlie is back!”

Charlie nodded, and quickly stepped forward to Orrin Sun and Angie and said: “Uncle , Aunt , this little
thing of Wanlong Palace is not to be feared at all. You don’t have to worry about me at all.”

Orrin Sun asked in surprise: “Charlie, you… do you have a way to deal with that Wanlong Palace?”

Charlie smiled and said, “There is nothing to deal with or not to deal with such a small role.”

After speaking, Charlie said again: “I have been waiting for the Wan Po Army to come to the door, as
long as he dares to come, I will step on it under his feet, and then logically board the seat of the Wade
Family Patriarch.”

Speaking of this, Charlie shrugged and said: “If he wants to accept the Wade Family’s affairs, I really
don’t know where to start. The old man is in his prime, so I can’t pull him from the position of
Patriarch. .”

Orrin Sun was overjoyed and blurted out with excitement: “Charlie! What you said is true?!”

Charlie nodded and smiled: “Of course, how could I lie to you in this kind of thing? Didn’t you want me
to become the head of the Wade Family, inherit my father’s will, and then carry forward the Wade
Family? This is a good saying, not breaking or standing! If the Wade Family has no crisis at all, how can
he willingly let me sit on the position of Patriarch?”

“So, the best way is to break and stand up!”

“And this Wan Po Army is just to help me break the Wade Family’s hammer!”

After listening to Charlie’s words, Orrin Sun was stunned for a few seconds, and then subconsciously
asked: “Charlie, this Wanlong Palace is actually very strong, with tens of thousands of people under
your arm. You can’t beat four hands with two fists, not to mention so many people!”

Charlie smiled and said, “Uncle , don’t worry. The Wanlong Temple has a lot of manpower, but most of
them are mercenaries hired by them for money. If something happened, these people immediately
scattered like birds and beasts. And their real core team is only about a hundred people, not to be
afraid of.”
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